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Fellowes Powershred LX200 paper shredder Cross shredding Black

Brand : Fellowes Product code: 5502301

Product name : Powershred LX200

- Next generation shredding offers unmatched productivity and 100% Jam Proof performance
- Intellibar™ responsive technology provides in-use feedback that maximises shredder performance –
preventing interruptions by indicating when bin & sheet capacity is nearing the limit, or the run time is
close to being reached
- Safesense® Technology offers greater peace of mind in home environments and Sleep Mode
automatically powers down the shredder after periods of inactivity
- Mini-cut security shreds each sheet of A4 paper into over 1000 particles (4x12mm P-4)
- 12 sheet shredding capacity and 22 litre pull-out bin
- Shreds several hundred sheets of paper over the 10-minute run time
22, 4 x 12mm, P-4, 52.00 x 36.20 x 26.00 cm, 9.38 kg
Fellowes Powershred LX200. Shredding type: Cross shredding, Shredding size: 4 x 12 mm, Basket
volume: 22 L. Width: 362 mm, Depth: 260 mm, Height: 520 mm
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